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user itself which is unknown to others. The user also selects
a public key associated to its private key (the second part).
CL-PKE is a new paradigm which binds identity-based
cryptography and traditional public key cryptography. It
preserves the attractive advantage of ID-based cryptography
without requiring digital certificates, but it is no longer “IDbased” since public keys are no longer arbitrary strings. The
public key in CL-PKC does not need to be explicitly certified
by a trusted party as it has been generated with some “partial
secret key” from the KGC.
Unfortunately, due to lack of authentication, the public
key associated with the private key of a user in CL-PKC
may be replaced by anyone. Consequently, the receiver is not
able to decrypt ciphertext properly. Liu and Au [1] called this
attack Denial-of-Decryption (DoD) Attack. In order to resist
this attack, Liu and Au [1] further proposed a new paradigm
called Self-Generated-Certificate Public Key Cryptography
(SGC-PKC) based on CL-PKE system. But, being different
from CL-PKE cryptography, every user needs to generate a
certificate for his public key using his own secret key. This
signature binds the identity and the public key together. It
is implicitly included in the user’s public key and can be
verified by using the user’s identity and public key only
without the help of a third trusted party. By this means,
one can check if a victim’s public key is replaced through
a verification of the signature. Thus this cryptography is
immune to the DoD attack while inheriting all appealing
advantages of CL-PKE cryptography.
Since the first construction of CL-PKE [1] by Al-Riyami
and Paterson, many efficient CL-PKE schemes using bilinear pairings have been proposed [1], [2], [6], [14], [19],
including several generic constructions [5], [11], [12] and
CL-PKE schemes without using a pairing [4], [15]. Several
good security analyses are also found in the literature [3],
[13], [20]. Most of these schemes were proven secure against
chosen ciphertext attacks in the random oracle model. We
observe the following three schemes that do not resort
to random oracles. Yum and Lee [20] provided a generic
construction provably secure in the standard model from
general cryptographic primitives such including PKE and
IBE. However, Hu et al.[13] showed that the Yum-Lee
construction has security weakness and proposed a fix in
the standard model. Liu et al. [17] first proposed a concrete
certificateless encryption scheme provably secure without
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In traditional public key cryptography (PKC), cryptographic keys are generated randomly with no connection
to user identity. Therefore, it suffers from the so-called
man-in-the-middle attack. This problem can be solved by
introducing public key certificates where a public key is certified by a trusted certification authority (CA). A public key
certificate consists of user identity, public key, time stamp,
and other information, which are digitally signed by CA.
There are some concerns about the deployment of public key
certification, due to issues in certificate revocation, storage
and distribution.
Identity-based cryptography (IBC) was introduced by
Shamir.IBC solves the inherent problem of key authenticity
in a different way. In an identity-based system, users can
choose an arbitrary string, such as email address and IP
number, as their public key. The corresponding private key
is created by binding the identity string with a master secret
of a trusted authority called Key Generation Centre (KGC).
In this way, the certificate is provided implicitly and it is
no longer necessary to explicitly authenticate public keys.
The disadvantage of such system is that KGC knows every
user’s private key, which gives PKG the great power to
impersonate any user. This problem is referred to as the
key-escrow problem.
In order to eliminate the key-escrow problem of identitybased cryptography, certificateless public key cryptography
(CL-PKC) was proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] in
2003. Unlike ID-based systems, a user’s private key consists
of two parts: partial private key corresponding to the ID
is generated by KGC, while the other part is generated by
978-0-7695-3838-9/09 $26.00 © 2009 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/NSS.2009.31
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where ê is a bilinear pairing from G × G to GT , the probability is over the random choice of generators P, Q ∈ G, the
random choice of α ∈ Zp , the random choice of Z ∈ GT ,
and the random bits consumed by B.
The (, t, q)-ADBHE assumption holds in a group G if no
algorithm running in time at most t can solve the (, t, q)ADBHE problem in G with advantage at least .

random oracles. Later Dent, Libert, and Paterson improved
this scheme and achieved stronger security. Park et al. [18]
proposed a CL-PKE scheme which is provably secure in
the selective-ID security model against chosen ciphertext
attacks without random oracles. Park et al.’s scheme makes
use of Gentry identity-based encryption scheme. However,
these three schemes suffer from the expensive computation
cost.
In this paper, we propose a new CL-encryption scheme
which is provably secure in the standard model. Compared
with other schemes without random oracles, our scheme is
superior in terms of computation cost and the size of public
key. Our scheme is inspired from Gentry’s ID-PKE scheme
[10]. We also give an SGC-PKE scheme based our CLPKE scheme to resist the DoD attack. Our scheme is more
efficient than that in [1] in terms of computation cost and
public key length.

Decision 1-BDHI Assumption: For P ∈ G, where G is a
cyclic group of prime order p, and the given element αP as
input, an algorithm B that outputs b ∈ {0, 1} has advantage
 in solving the truncated decision 1-BDHI if
| Pr[B(P, αP, ê(P, P )1/α ) = 0] − Pr[B(P, αP, Z) = 0]| ≥ 
where ê is a bilinear pairing from G × G to GT , the
probability is over the random choice of generator P ∈ G,
the random choice of α ∈ Zp , the random choice of Z ∈ GT ,
and the random bits consumed by B.
We say that the (, t, 1)-BDHI assumption holds in a
group G if no algorithm running in time at most t can solve
that (, t, 1)-BDHI problem in G with advantage at least .

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the preliminaries including Weil pairing, review
the formulation of CL-PKE, and give the security model for
CL-PKE. In Section 3, we present our CL-PKE scheme and
provide a detailed security proof to show that our scheme is
semantically secure. Then, we remark the CL-PKE scheme
on complexity and security. In Section 4, we extend the
scheme to the SGC-PKE scheme. In section 5, we conclude
the paper.

B. Formulation of CL-PKE and its Security Model
In this section, we review the definition and security
model for CL-PKE from [1].
Definition 2: A CL-PKE scheme is specified by seven
algorithms (Setup, Partial-Private-Key-Extract, Set-SecretValue, Set-Private-Key, Set-Public-Key, Encrypt, Decrypt)
such that:

II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we review some basic concepts, including
the pairing primitives, assumptions, and the formulation of
CL-PKE and its security model.

- Setup is a probabilistic algorithm that takes security
parameter k as input and returns the system parameters
params and the master-key. The system parameters
include a description of the message space M and
ciphertext space C.
- Partial-Private-Key-Extract is a deterministic algorithm which takes params, master-key and an identifier
for entity A, IDA as input. It returns a partial private
key ppkA .
- Set-Secret-Value is a probabilistic algorithm that takes
as input params and outputs a secret value skA .
- Set-Private-Key is a deterministic algorithm that takes
as input params, ppkA and skA and returns SA , a (full)
private key.
- Set-Public-Key is a deterministic algorithm that takes
params and SA as input and outputs a public key pkA .
- Encrypt is a probabilistic algorithm that takes params,
M ∈ M, skA and IDA as input and returns either a
ciphertext C ∈ C or the null symbol ⊥ indicating an
encryption failure.
- Decrypt is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input
params, C ∈ C and SA . It returns a message M ∈ M
or a message ⊥ indicating a decryption failure.

A. Bilinear Pairing and Security Assumptions
Here we briefly review some basic definitions of pairings.
Definition 1: Let G be an additive group of prime order
p and GT a multiplicative group of the same order. Let P
denote a generator of G. An admissible pairing is a bilinear
map ê : G × G → GT which has the following properties:
1. Bilinear: For all Q, R ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp∗ , we have
ê(aQ, bR) = ê(Q, R)ab .
2. Non-degenerate: ê(P, P ) 6= 1GT .
3. Computable: ê is efficiently computable.
In the following, we describe two assumptions which are
related to the security of our schemes.
Truncated Decision q-ABDHE Assumption [10]: For
P, Q ∈ G, where G is a cyclic group of prime order p, α ∈ Zp , given a vector of q + 3 elements
(Q, αq+2 Q, P, αP, α2 P, · · · , αq P ) as input, an algorithm
B that outputs b ∈ {0, 1} has advantage  in solving the
truncated decision q-ABDHE if
Pr[B(Q, αq+2 Q, P, αP, α2 P, · · · , αq P, ê(αq+1 P, Q)) = 0]
− Pr[B(Q, αq+2 Q, P, αP, α2 P, · · · , αq P, Z) = 0] ≥ 
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Algorithms Set-Private-Key and Set-Public-Key are normally run by an entity A for himself, after running SetSecret-Value. These three algorithms will be called UserKey-Generation for simplicity in this paper. Usually, A
is the only entity in possession SA and pkA . Setup and
Partial-Private-Key-Extract are usually run by a trusted
third party, called Key Generation Center (KGC) [1].

restrictions on such a Type I adversary:
1. Adversary AI cannot extract the private key for IDch
at any point.
2. Adversary AI cannot request the private key for any
identifier if the corresponding public key has already
been replaced.
3. Adversary AI cannot both replace the public key for
the challenge identifier IDch before the challenge phase
and extract the partial private key for IDch in some
phase.
4. AI cannot make a decryption query on the ciphertext
C for the combination (IDA , pkA ) such that pkA has
already been replaced.
5. In Phase 2, AI cannot make a decryption query
on the challenge ciphertext C for the combination
(IDch , pkch ) that was used to encrypt Mb .
Strong CL-PKE Type II IND-CCA Adversary:([1],
[8]) Such an adversary AII has access to the master-key,
and can replace public keys of entities. AII can compute
partial private keys for himself, given the master-key. It can
also request public keys, make private key extraction queries
and decryption queries, both for identities of its choice. The
restrictions on this type of adversary are:
1. Adversary AII cannot extract the private key of any
identity for which it has replaced the public key.
2. Adversary AII cannot extract the private key for IDch
at any point.
3. Adversary AII cannot extract the partial private key at
any point.
4. In Phase 2, AII cannot make a decryption query on
the challenge ciphertext C for the combination (IDch ,
pkch ) that was used to encrypt Mb .
Definition 3: A CL-PKE scheme is said to be IND-CCA
secure if no polynomially bounded adversary A of Weak
Type I or Strong Type II has a non-negligible advantage in
the following game:
Setup: The challenger C takes a security parameter as
input and runs the Setup algorithm. It gives A the resulting
system parameters params. If A is of Type I, then C keeps
the master-key to himself, otherwise, he gives the master-key
to A.
Phase 1: A issues a sequence of requests described above.
These queries may be asked adaptively, but are subject to
the rules on adversary behavior defined above.
Challenge Phase: Once A decides that Phase 1 is over it
outputs the challenge identifier IDch and two equal length
plaintexts M0 , M1 ∈ M. Again, the adversarial constraints
given above apply. C now picks a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} and
computes C ∗ , the encryption of Mb under the current public
key pkch for IDch , then delivery C ∗ to A.
Phase 2: Now, A issues a second sequence of requests as
in Phase 1, which is again subject to the rules on adversary
behavior above.

In the following, we focus on the security model which
can be used to prove the semantic security of CL-PKE
schemes. Al-Riyami and Patersion presented the full INDCCA security model for CL-PKE in [1]. In the following,
we describe the actions that a general adversary A against a
CL-PKE scheme may carry out and how each action should
be handled by the challenger C.
- Extract partial private key of entity A: Challenger
C responds by running Partial-Private-Key-Extract to
generate the partial private key DA for entity A.
- Extract private key for entity A: If A’s public key
has not been replaced, C responds by running algorithm
Set-Private-Key to generate the private key SA for
entity A. But it is unreasonable to expect C to be able
to respond to such a query if A’s public key has already
been replaced by A.
- Request public key of entity A: C responds by running
algorithm Set-Public-Key to generate the public key
PA for entity A (first running Set- Secret-Value for A
if necessary).
- Replace public key of entity A: The adversary A can
repeatedly replace the public key PA for any entity A
with any value PA0 of its choice. The current value of
an entity’s public key is used by C in any computations
or responses to the adversary’s requests.
- Decryption query for ciphertext C and entity A:
On input a ciphertext and an identity, returns the
decrypted plaintext using the secret key corresponding
to the current value of the public key associated with
the identity of the user. If the user’s public key has
been replaced, it requires an additional input of the
corresponding secret key for the decryption. If it is not
given this secret key, it outputs ⊥.
The IND-CCA security model of [1] distinguishes two
types of adversary. A type I adversary AI is able to change
public keys of entities at will, but does not have access
to the master-key. A Type II adversary AII is equipped
with the master-key but is not allowed to replace public
keys of entities. This adversary models security against an
eavesdropping KGC.
Weak CL-PKE Type I IND-CCA Adversary: Such
an adversary AI does not have access to the master-key.
However, AI may request public keys and replace public
keys with values of its choice, extract partial private and
private keys and make decryption queries, all for identities
of its choice. As discussed above, we make several natural
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Guess: Finally, A outputs a guess b0 ∈ {0, 1}.
The adversary wins the game if b = b0 . We define A’s
advantage in this game to be Adv(A) := | Pr [b = b0 ] − 12 |.
Remark 1: If Type I Adversary can output a valid plaintext without any additional input even in the case that
the corresponding public key has been replaced, we call
it Strong Type I Adversary and the CL-PKE scheme to
be IND-CCA secure of Strong Type I. Note that the only
difference between a Weak Type I and Strong Type I
Adversary is on the Decryption-Oracle.

Decrypt: To decrypt ciphertext C = (u, v, w, y) for ID,
the recipient computes β = H(u, v, w) and checks whether
y = ê(u, hID,2 + βhID,3 )1/skID · v rID,2 +βrID,3 .
If it fails, the recipient outputs ⊥. Otherwise outputs m =
w · ê(u, hID,1 )1/skID · v rID,1 .
Correctness: we can easily verify the correctness of the
checking equation:
ê(u, hID,2 + βhID,3 )1/skID · v rID,2 +rID,3 β
1
= ê(skID · s(α − ID)P, α−ID
(Q2 + βQ3 − (rID,2 +
1/skID
+rID,3 β)P ))
· ê(P, P )s(rID,2 +rID,3 β)
1
= ê(s(α − ID)P, α−ID
(Q2 + βQ3 ))
s
= ê(P, Q2 ) ê(P, Q3 )sβ = y.

III. O UR CL-PKE S CHEME IN THE S TANDARD M ODEL
In this section, we give a new CL-PKE scheme.
A. The Scheme
As all other identity-based systems, we assume the existence of a trusted Key Generation Center (KGC) that is
responsible for the creation and secure distribution of users’
partial private keys.

And the decryption correctness follows by:
w · ê(u, hID,1 )1/skID · v rID,1
= m · ê(P, Q1 )−s · (ê(skID · s(α − ID)P,
1
1/skID
· ê(P, P )srID,1
α−ID (Q1 − rID,1 P )))
−s
s
= m · ê(P, Q1 ) · ê(P, Q1 ) = m.

Setup: This algorithm takes a security parameter k as its
input and conducts the following steps:
1. Generate a prime p, and a bilinear pairing ê : G × G →
GT , where G and GT are all cyclic groups of order p.
Then, choose random generators P, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ∈ G.
2. Choose a value α ∈ Z∗p and compute P1 = αP .
3. Choose one cryptographic hash functions H :
{0, 1}∗ → Z∗p .
The KGC publishes params = hp, G, GT , ê, P, P1 , Q1 ,
Q2 , Q3 , Hi as the system parameters, and keeps α as his
own secret master key. The parameters are distributed to the
users of the system through a secure authenticated channel.

B. Efficiency Analysis and Comparison

We consider four major operations: Pairing, Scalar, Exponentiation and Hashing, of which pairing is the most
expensive one. For simplicity, we denote these operations
respectively by P (Pairing), S (scalar multiplication in G),
E (exponentiation in GT ), and H (Hashing). Some CL-PKE
schemes require message authentication or signature operations for the IND-CCA security. We denote by (M ac, V erf )
the message authentication algorithm and by (Sig, V er) the
signature algorithm.
We compare our scheme with some other schemes involving pairing computations, in terms of the security model,
Partial-Secret-Key (PSK) Extract: The KGC takes as
computation cost and public key length, without considering
input params, master-key, and an arbitrary ID ∈ Z∗p ,
the pre-computation. The comparison is outlined in Table I
generates random rID,i ∈ Z∗p , and outputs the PSK
where the second column and the third column respectively
{pskID,i = (rID,i , hID,i ), i = {1, 2, 3}}, where hID,i =
denote the Type I security model and Type II security model
1
α−ID (Qi − rID,i P ).
used in the corresponding CL-PKE scheme. We denote by
Set-Secret-Value: User selects a secret r ∈ Z∗p as his
Len the public key length in the corresponding schemes.
secret key skID = r.
According to Table I, every scheme has some weakness,
Set-Private-Key: The user sets his full private key as
and it is unfair to claim that one scheme is better than
SID = {skID , pskID,1 , pskID,2 , pskID,3 } = {r, (rID,i ,
another. However, we can analyze them as follows:
hID,i )(i = 1, 2, 3)}.
Compared to the first three schemes, our scheme is proven
Set-Public-Key: The user sets his public key as pkID =
security in the standard model. Moveover, our scheme has
r(α − ID)P = r(P1 − ID · P ).
less computational cost than the first two. A special hashing
could be around 20 times more costly than a pairing [7], so
Encrypt: To encrypt m ∈ GT using the user’s public key
our scheme is more efficient than Shi-Li’s.
pkID = r(α − ID)P , the sender generates random s ∈ Z∗p
and sends the ciphertext
Compared to the next three schemes provably secure
without random oracles, our scheme is the most efficient one
s
−s
s
sβ
C = (s·pkID , ê(P, P ) , m·ê(P, Q1 ) , ê(P, Q2 ) ê(P, Q3 ) ).
due to its computation cost of encryption and decryption,
which highlights the advantage of our scheme. Furthermore,
where β = H(u, v, w). Denote C as C = (u, v, w, y).
They need to publish two elements as the user’s public
Note that ê(P, P ), ê(P, Q1 ), ê(P, Q2 ), ê(P, Q3 ) can be
key, while our scheme needs only one. This would save the
precomputed so that encryption algorithm requires no pairbandwidth in some situations.
ing computations.
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Schemes
A-P [1]
C-C [6]
S-L [19]
P-C-H-L [18]
L-A-S [17]
Dent [9]
Proposed

Type I
Weak
Weak
Strong
Strong
Weak
Strong
Weak

Type II
Weak
Weak
Weak
Strong
Strong
Strong
Strong

Model
ROM
ROM
ROM
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Encrypt
3P+1S+1E+4H
1P+2S+1E+4H
3S+1E+5H
5S+2E+1Sig
4P+4S+1E+1Mac
3P+3S+1E+1H
1S+4E+1H

Decrypt
1P+1S+3H
1P+2S+3H
1P+2S+4H
6P+5S+2E+1Ver
3P+1S+1E+1Verf
4P+1H
2P+1S+4E+1H

Len
2
1
1
2
2
2
1

Table I
T HE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME AND OTHER CL-PKE SCHEMES . T HE “S TRONG ” SECURITY MODEL THAT DOES NOT HAVE THE
“E XTRACT P RIVATE K EY ” QUERY IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM THE D ENT ’ S SECURITY MODEL ([8], [9]).

Request for Public Key: B keeps the database of user
key. Upon receiving a query for public key of ID, B looks
up its database to find out the corresponding entry. If it does
not exist, B runs User-Key-Generation to generate a secret
and public key pair. It stores the key pair in its database and
returns the public key as the query output.
User-Key-Generation: To generate a secret and public
key pair. He stores the key pair in its database and returns
the public key as the query output.
Replace Public Key: Suppose the query is to replace the
public key for ID with value P KID . B responds as follows:

IV. S ECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we study the security of the proposed CLPKE scheme. The following theorem shows that the CLPKE scheme is a semantic IND-CCA secure certificateless
encryption scheme in the standard model. Due to the limited
space, here we only give a sketch proof.
Theorem 1: Let q = qID + 2. Assume the truncated
decision (t, , q)−ABDHE assumption holds for (G, GT , ê).
Then our CL-PKE scheme is (t0 , 0 , qID , qC ) IND-CCA
secure against weak Type I adversary with advantage at most
0 , running in time at most t0 and making at most qID Partial
Private Key Extraction queries and at most qC Decryption
queries, where t0 = t − O(texp · q 2 ) and 0 ≥ , texp is the
time required to exponentiate in G.
Proof: Assume there exists a type I adversary A that
(t0 , 0 , qID , qC )-breaks the IND-CCA secure for our scheme.
We construct a PPT algorithm B that makes use of A to
solve the truncated decision q-ABDHE problem with parameters (Q, αq+2 Q, P, αP, · · · , αq P, Z), where Z is either
ê(αq+1 P, Q) or a random element of GT . The algorithm B
proceeds as follows.
Setup: B generates three random polynomials fi (x) ∈
Zp [x] of degree q for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. It sets Qi = fi (α)P .
It sends the public key (P, Q, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ) to A. Since
P, α, fi (x) are chosen uniformly at random, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 are
uniformly random and the public key has a distribution
identical to that in actual construction. Note that the masterkey is α, which is unknown to B.
Phase 1: In this phase A makes the following oracle
queries.
Partial Private Key Extraction: Suppose the query is
on ID. There are two cases: If ID = α, B uses α to
solve the truncated decision q-ABDHE; Else let FID,i (x)
be the (q-1)-degree polynomial (fi (x) − fi (ID))/(x −
ID)(i = 1, 2, 3). B answers the query with (rID,i , hID,i ) =
(fi (ID), FID,i (α)P ). The validity follows from the fact that

•

•

If no tuple corresponding to ID exists on the database,
B follows User-Key-Generation algorithm to create a
new entry for this identity.
Otherwise, B replaces the corresponding public key
with P KID .

Decryption: According to the security model, the simulator only decrypts the ciphertext corresponding to an
identity with unreplaced public key. So we assume that
B knows the discrete logarithm of pk = sk · P = rP .
Under this assumption, B decrypts and answers the oracle
by performing the usual Decrypt algorithm with the right
partial private key and the private key. If the corresponding
public key has been replaced, he outputs ⊥.
Challenge Phase: A then outputs two messages M0 , M1
and an identity ID∗ . If α = ID∗ , B uses α to solve
the truncated decision q-ABDHE immediately. Otherwise,
B generates bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and uses Partial Private Key
Extraction to compute a partial private key {rID∗ , hID∗ }
for ID∗ . According to the security model, assume the secret
key skID∗ = r is known to B.
Let f (x) = xq+2 and F (x1 , x2 ) = (f (x1 )−f (x2 ))/(x1 −
x2 ) = xq+1
+ F 0 (x1 , x2 ), where F 0 (x, y) is a polynomial
1
of degree q + 1. B will compute the ciphertext as follows:
u = r · (f (α) − f (ID∗ ))Q, v = Z · ê(Q, F 0 (α, ID∗ )),
w = Mb /(ê(u, hID∗ )v rID∗ ), y = ê(u, hID∗ ,2 + β · hID∗ ,3 ) ·
v rID∗ ,2 +β·rID∗ ,3 , where beta = H(u, v, w).
Let s = logP Q · F (α, ID∗ ). If Z = ê(αq+1 P, Q), then
u = r · s(α − ID∗ )P = s(α − ID∗ ) · rP, v = ê(αq+1 P, Q) ·
ê(Q, F 0 (α, ID∗ )P ) = ê(Q, F (α, ID∗ )P ) = ê(P, P )s , and
w = Mb /ê(u, hID∗ )v rID∗ = Mb /ê(P, Q1 )s = Mb ·

fi (α) − fi (ID)
Qi − fi (ID)
P =
P.
α − ID
α − ID
Private Key Extraction: B returns the skID = r for
the given ID if the corresponding public key has not been
replaced and ID 6= ID∗ . Otherwise he outputs ⊥.
FID,i (α)P =
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ê(P, Q1 )−s , y = ê(u, hID∗ ,2 +β·hID∗ ,3 )·v rID∗ ,2 +β·rID∗ ,3 =
ê(P, Q2 + βQ3 )s . Here, s is random, so (u, v, w, y) is a
valid and appropriately-distributed challenge ciphertext for
A.([10])
Phase 2: B repeats the same method it used in Phase 1.
Guess: Finally, the adversary outputs guess b0 ∈ {0, 1}.
If b = b0 , B outputs 0 (indicating Z = ê(αq+1 P, Q));
otherwise it outputs 1.
As the security proof in [10], the values rID,i issued by B
are appropriately distributed in A’s view. For the probability
analysis of B’s advantage 0 in solving the truncated decision
q − ABDHE problem, we should consider in two cases.
When Z = ê(αq+1 P, Q), by using Z, B replies with a
valid ciphertext with a distribution identical to that in the
actual construction. So the simulator has | Pr[b = b0 ] −
1/2| ≥ . When Z is random in GT , then the simulator
has Pr[b = b0 ] = 1/2.
Thus we have
Pr[B(Q, αq+2 Q, P, αP, α2 P, · · · , αq P, ê(αq+2 P, Q)) = 0]
− Pr[B(Q, αq+2 Q, P, αP, α2 P, · · · , αq P, Z) = 0]| = 0 ≥ .
The time-complexity of the algorithm is identical to that
of the proof in [10]. In the simulation, B’s operation is
dominated by computing FID,i (α)P in response to A’s Partial Private Key Extraction query on ID, where FID,i (x)
is a polynomial of degree q − 1. Each such computation
requires O(q) exponentiations in G. So the time-complexity
is t0 = t − O(texp · q 2 ).
Theorem 2: Assume that the decision (t, 1, )-BDHI assumption holds in G. Then our CL-PKE scheme is (t, q, 0 )IND-CCA secure against the Type II adversary, with advantage at most 0 , running in time at most t and making at
most q Request for Public Key queries, where 0 ≥ /q.
Proof: Assume there exists a type II adversary A
against our scheme. We construct a PPT algorithm B that
makes use of A to solve the decision 1-BDHI problem.
B takes as input a decision 1-BDHI problem instance
(P, αP, Z) and is to decide if Z = ê(P, P )1/α . In order to
use A to solve the problem, B needs to simulate a challenger
and the oracles for A. B does it in the following way.
Setup: B generates two random elements x1 , x2 , x3 ∈
Z∗p . Randomly chooses γ as the master key and chooses an
identity ID∗ and relates it to the public key (γ-ID∗ )αP .
It sets Q = γP, Q1 = x1 P, Q2 = x2 P, Q3 = x3 P and
sends the public key (P, Q, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 ) and the master key
γ to A. Since P and γ are chosen uniformly at random,
Q1 ,Q2 and Q3 are uniformly random and the public key
has a distribution identical to that in actual construction.
Phase 1: In this phase A can make the following oracle
queries.
Request for Public Key: B keeps the database of user
key. Upon receiving a query for public key of ID, B looks
up its database to find out the corresponding entry. If it does

not exists, B runs User-Key-Generation to generate a secret
and public key pair. It stores the key pair in its database and
returns the public key as the query output.
Replace Public Key: Suppose the query is to replace the
public key for ID with value P KID . B responds as follows:
• If no tuple corresponding to ID exists on the database,
B follows User-Key-Generation algorithm to create a
new entry for this identity.
• Otherwise, B replaces the corresponding public key
with P KID .
Extract private key for entity A: If the corresponding
public key has not been replaced, B returns the skID = r
for the given ID; Otherwise he outputs ⊥.
User-Key-Generation: To generate a secret and public
key pair, B stores the key pair in its database and returns
the public key as the query output.
Decryption: B can decrypt the ciphertext (u, v, w, y) as
follows:
Let β = H(u, v, w). By using the trap values x2 , x3 ,
the simulator checks whether y = v x2 +βx3 (= ê(sP, Q2 +
βQ3 ) = ê(P, Q2 )s ê(P, Q3 )sβ ). If it fails, outputs ⊥. Otherwise, we have v x1 = ê(P, Q1 )s . So the simulator outputs
m = w · v x1 .
Challenge Phase: A outputs two messages M0 , M1 and
an identity ID0 . If ID∗ 6= ID0 , B aborts. Otherwise, B
generates a bit e ∈ {0, 1} and a random element t ∈ Z∗p ,
and constructs the ciphertext as follows.
u = (γ − ID0 ) · tP, v = Z t , w = Me /Z x1 t , y = Z (x2 +x3 β)t
where β = H(u, v, w).
In the above, if we let s = t/α and Z = ê(P, P )1/α ,
then u = s · pkID∗ , v = ê(P, P )s , w = Me /ê(P, Q1 )s , y =
ê(P, Q2 )s · ê(P, Q3 )βs .
The above randomness of s comes from the randomness
of t, so (u, v, w, y) is a valid and appropriately-distributed
challenge ciphertext for A ([10]).
Phase 2: B repeats the same method it used in Phase 1.
Guess: Finally, the adversary outputs guess e0 ∈ {0, 1}. If
e = e0 , B outputs 0 (indicating Z = ê(P, P )1/α ); otherwise
it outputs 1.
The key pairs and challenge cipher-text issued by B have
a distribution identical to that in the actual construction. If
ID0 6= ID∗ , the simulation aborts the game. This happens
with probability 1/q since A make q different Request for
Public Key queries. If the algorithm does not abort during
the simulation then A’s view is identical to its view in the
real attack. To complete the proof it remains to calculate the
probability that B does not abort during the simulation.
For the probability analysis of B’s advantage 0 in solving
the decision 1-BDHI problem, we should consider in two
cases.
When Z = ê(P, P )1/α , by using Z, B replies with a valid
ciphertext with a distribution identical to that in the actual
construction. So the simulator has | Pr[e = e0 ] − 1/2| ≥ .
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When Z is random in GT , then the simulator has Pr[e =
e0 ] = 1/2.
Thus we have

Note that ê(P, P ), ê(P, Q1 ), ê(P, Q2 ), ê(P, Q3 ) can be
precomputed. So the encryption algorithm requires 4 pairing
computations in all (including the checking operations).
Decrypt: As CL.Decrypt.
Correctness: If the user’s public key pkID = r(α−ID)P
has not been replaced, the checking equation in encryption
is correct:

Pr[B(P, αP, ê(P, P )1/α ) = 0] − Pr[B(P, αP, Z) = 0]
= 0 ≥ /2q.
The time-complexity of the algorithm B is identical to
that of A.

= ê(r(α − ID)P, P )
= ê(rP, (α − ID)P )
= ê(σ3 , P1 − ID · P ),
ê(pkID , σ1 ) = ê(r(α − ID)P, sk1ID hID,2 )
= ê(P, Q2 − rID,2 P )
= ê(P, Q2 ) · ê(P, σ2 ).

ê(pkID , P )

V. A N E FFICIENT SGC-PKE S CHEME
In this section, we give an efficient Self-GeneratedCertificate (SGC) encryption scheme based on the above
Certificateless encryption scheme. Most algorithms are the
same as the algorithms of certificateless encryption scheme,
except for SetPublicKey and Encrypt. In order to distinguish the algorithm of CL-encryption, we will add the prefix
CL. to the corresponding algorithms. For example, we use
CL.Setup to denote the encryption algorithm of the CLencryption scheme. The proposed SGC-encryption scheme
is described as follow:

The other correctness in the decryption are the same as
our CL-encryption scheme.
B. Discussion
The first SGC-PKE scheme was proposed by Liu and
Au [17]. It is generic based on a CL-encryption scheme
and a CL-signature scheme that use the same set of public
parameters and user key generation algorithm. This construction mechanism substantially decreases the computational
efficiency.
Recently, Lai and Kou [15] proposed a new SGC-PKE
scheme without using pairing. However their SGC-PKE
scheme construction is different from their CL-PKE’s in
the Partial-Key-Extract algorithm and Set-Private-Key
algorithm, which may be problematic in the implementation.
Our scheme is the third SGC-PKE scheme to date. The
scheme is more efficient than that in [17]. Moveover the
public key length of the scheme is shorter than theirs. It
follows our CL-PKE scheme by adding an extra signature
with the other operations of the CL-PKE scheme unchanged,
which has some advantages over the scheme in [15] in the
implementation.

A. The Scheme
As our CL-PKE system, we assume the existence of a
trusted Key Generation Center (KGC) that is responsible for
the creation and secure distribution of users’ partial secret
keys.
Setup: Same as CL.Setup. This algorithm takes a security parameter k as its input, and outputs params =
hq, G, GT , ê, P, P1 , Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Hi as the system parameters, and keeps α as his own secret master key.
Partial-Secret-Key (PSK) Extract: As CL.PartialSecret-Key (PSK) Extract.
Set-Secret-Value: As CL.Set-Secret-Value.
Set-Private-Key: As CL.Set-Private-Key.
Set-Public-Key: User selects a secret r ∈ Z∗p as his secret
key skID and computes his public key as pkID = r(α −
ID)P .
Next, it does the following to sign the pkID using
the user’s private key skID and pskID,2 . Let σ1 =
1
σ3 = skID P. Then, the
skID hID,2 , σ2 = −rID,2 P,
signature is σ = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ).

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient CL-PKE scheme
which is constructed from the identity-based encryption
scheme proposed by Gentry [10]. Based on the security
of the q-ABDHE assumption and 1-BDHI assumption we
showed that the presented scheme has the weak type I and
strong Type II security in the standard model. The new
scheme is much more efficient than the existing CL-PKE
schemes on computation and published public key information. Furthermore, based on the new CL-PKE scheme
we also gave an SGC-encryption scheme by introducing an
extra signature with other parts unchanged, which is more
practical than the existing schemes. Nevertheless, we can
only achieve the weak Type I security for the CL-PKE
scheme. It is still an open problem to design a practical CLPKC and SGC-PKC scheme with strong Type I and strong
Type II security in the standard model.

Encrypt: To encrypt m ∈ GT using the user’s public
key pkID = r(α − ID)P , the sender first checks the
two equations ê(pkID , P ) = ê(σ3 , P1 − ID · P ) and
ê(pkID , σ1 ) = ê(P, Q2 ) · ê(P, σ2 ). If not all of them are
satisfied, then the sender outputs ⊥, indicating that the public
key pkID has been replaced.
Next, the sender generates random s ∈ Z∗p and
sends the ciphertext C = (s · pkID , ê(P, P )s , m ·
ê(P, Q1 )−s , ê(P, Q2 )s ê(P, Q3 )sβ ). where β = H(u, v, w).
Denote C as C = (u, v, w, y).
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